MID-AUTUMN

FRIDAYS IN SEPTEMBER 2022
OFFICIAL RULES

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

• Tournament is open to all Crescent Club members, age 21 and older with a valid photo ID.
• Crescent Club members have four (4) chances to place in the top eighteen (18) tournament positions during a Qualifying Tournament on September
2, 9, 16 or 23, 2022 to win their seat into the Tournament Finale on September 30, 2022.

QUALIFYING TOURNAMENTS

Friday, September 2, 9, 16 and 23 | Registration at 10:00 AM | Tournament begins at Noon

○ Guests must qualify to play in a Qualifying Tournament by earning 800 base points in Table Games rated play during the earning period for
that tournament to be eligible to register.
○ Once a guest has earned the required base points during the earning period for that tournament they may visit any Crescent Club kiosk to
print their tournament voucher.
○ A tournament voucher is required to register to play at any Qualifying Tournament.
○ Tournament vouchers are only valid for the Qualifying Tournament for which they are earned and may not be used to register for any
other tournament.
○ Qualifying Tournament seats are limited to thirty-six (36); therefore, participation is not guaranteed for all guests who printed a
tournament voucher.
○ Tournament seats are filled on a first come first serve basis at registration.
○ No other offers, prizes, coupons or compensation, past or future, will be issued in lieu of a tournament seat or unavailability thereof.
○ Tournament vouchers are non-transferrable and non-negotiable.

Earn 800 Base Points

Register to Play

August 26, 2022 – September 1, 2022

September 2, 2022

September 2, 2022 – September 8, 2022

September 9, 2022

September 9, 2022 – September 15, 2022

September 16, 2022

September 16, 2022 – September 22, 2022

September 23, 2022

Qualifying Tournament Cash Prizes
PLACE PRIZE
1st
$5,000
2nd
$2,500
3rd
$1,000
4th-6th $500 each
○ The top eighteen (18) players from each Qualifying Tournament will move on to the Tournament Finale held on September 30, 2022.

TOURNAMENT FINALE

Friday, September 30 | Registration at 10:00 AM | Tournament begins at Noon

○ Guests must qualify to play in the Tournament Finale by placing in the top eighteen (18) positions in a Qualifying Tournament.
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○ Tournament Finale seats are limited to seventy-two (72).
○ Tournament seats are filled on a first come first serve basis at registration.
○ No other offers, prizes, coupons or compensation, past or future, will be issued in lieu of a tournament seat or unavailability thereof.
○ Tournament seats are non-transferrable and non-negotiable.

Tournament Finale Cash Prizes
PLACE
1st
2nd
3rd
4th-6th
7th-12th
13th-24th

PRIZE
$20,000
$8,000
$5,000
$1,000 each
$500 each
$200 each

Structure of a Qualifying Tournament

○ The tournament will be a four (4) round elimination tournament with each round being one session. Each session begins with five (5) ghost
hands and lasts for fifteen (15) hands. The players will bet in sequence counter-clockwise around the table. Markers numbered one (1)
through fifteen (15) will be used at each table to indicate the player required to bet first, as well as what number hand is being dealt. The
marker will begin at the 1st player on the right of the dealer and be moved counter-clockwise one player position after each hand. Once a
wager is made it cannot be changed or removed. Players are required to place a bet every hand and may only bet in their designated area.
Failure to place a bet will disqualify them from the round.
○ All players in Round 1 will start with 5,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a maximum bet of
2,500 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum of 500, in
increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 1 will consist of one session with six (6) Baccarat tables each having a maximum of six (6) players per table. The top three (3) players
from each table with the highest point totals (a maximum of eighteen (18) players) advance to Round 2.
○ All players qualifying for Round 2 will start with 5,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a
maximum bet of 2,500 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum
of 500, in increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 2 will consist of one session with three (3) Baccarat tables each having a maximum of six (6) players per table. The top four (4) players
from each table with the highest point totals (a maximum of twelve (12) players) advance to Round 3.
○ All players qualifying for Round 3 will start with 5,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a
maximum bet of 2,500 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum
of 500, in increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 3 will consist of one session with two (2) Baccarat tables each having a maximum of six (6) players per table. The top three (3) players
from each table with the highest point totals (a maximum of six (6) players) advance to Round 4.
○ All players qualifying for Round 4 will start with 10,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a
maximum bet of 5,000 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum
of 500, in increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 4 will consist of one session with one (1) Baccarat table having a maximum of six (6) players. At the completion of the session, the
players will be instructed to carefully place their chips directly in front of their position. A tournament representative will verify the point
value of the tournament chips and record the amount next to the players name on the Event Control Form. The player and the tournament
representative will each initial the form after agreeing with the amount. Players who have “tapped out” will be recorded as zero (0).
○ Snoqualmie Casino reserves the right to add/delete sessions and to adjust advancement based upon the number of players responding to
our invitation. Snoqualmie Casino management also reserves the right to adjust the maximum number of advancements, when
management deems it as necessary, in order to resolve an error caused by our staff.

Breaking Ties for Point Totals

○ When players have a tie for point totals and a decision is required to advance in the tournament or to determine prize pool position, the
following procedure will be used to break the tie:
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○ Three (3) dice will be shaken using a dice cup by each player involved in the tie. Each player will be given tournament chips totaling one
hundred (100) times the total of the three (3) dice. The players must bet all the chips received as a result of the shake of the dice on a single
hand. The highest point total must make their bet first, followed by lower point totals sequentially. The player with the highest point total at
the end of the hand will advance in the tournament or be placed in the next highest position of the prize pool. This procedure will be
repeated for each hand necessary to break any remaining ties.
Example: Three players have equal point totals. They will each take a turn shaking the three dice. Player one shakes a total of 15, Player
two shakes a total of 12 and player three shakes a total of 10. Player one will be given 1,500 in tournament chips, must place their bet
first and places a Banker bet. Player two will be given 1,200 in tournament chips, will place their bet next and places a Player bet. Player
three will be give 1,000 in tournament chips, places their bet last and places 500 on the player and 500 on the Tie bet.
○ One hand of Baccarat is dealt resulting in a Player win.
○ Player two wins this tie breaker and advances or takes the next highest position in the prize pool.
○ Players one and three will now repeat the process to break their tie.

Structure of Tournament Finale

○ The tournament will be a four (4) round elimination tournament with each round being one or more sessions. Each session begins with five
(5) ghost hands and lasts for fifteen (15) hands. The players will bet in sequence counter-clockwise around the table. Markers numbered one
(1) through fifteen (15) will be used at each table to indicate the player required to bet first, as well as what number hand is being dealt. The
marker will begin at the 1st player on the right of the dealer and be moved counter-clockwise one player position after each hand. Once a
wager is made it cannot be changed or removed. Players are required to place a bet every hand and may only bet in their designated area.
Failure to place a bet will disqualify them from the round.
○ All players in Round 1 will start with 5,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a maximum bet of
2,500 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum of 500, in
increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 1 will consist of two sessions with six (6) Baccarat tables each having a maximum of six (6) players per table. All invited players
participate in one session during Round 1. The top two (2) players from each table with the highest point totals per session (a maximum of
twenty-four (24) players) advance to Round 2.
○ All players qualifying for Round 2 will start with 5,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a
maximum bet of 2,500 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum
of 500, in increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 2 will consist of one session with four (4) Baccarat tables each having a maximum of six (6) players per table. The top three (3) players
from each table with the highest point totals (a maximum of twelve (12) players) advance to Round 3.
○ All players qualifying for Round 3 will start with 5,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a
maximum bet of 2,500 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum
of 500, in increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 3 will consist of one session with two (2) Baccarat tables each having a maximum of six (6) players per table. The top three (3) players
from each table with the highest point totals (a maximum of six (6) players) advance to Round 4.
○ All players qualifying for Round 4 will start with 10,000 points in the form of tournament chips. The minimum bet will be 100, up to a
maximum bet of 5,000 on Banker or Player, in increments of 100. All Tie & Dragon Bonus bets will be a minimum of 100 up to a maximum
of 500, in increments of 100. Exception: Tie Breaker bets have no maximum.
○ Round 4 will consist of one session with one (1) Baccarat table having a maximum of six (6) players. At the completion of the session, the
players will be instructed to carefully place their chips directly in front of their position. A tournament representative will verify the point
value of the tournament chips and record the amount next to the players name on the Event Control Form. The player and the tournament
representative will each initial the form after agreeing with the amount. Players who have “tapped out” will be recorded as zero (0).
○ Snoqualmie Casino reserves the right to add/delete sessions and to adjust advancement based upon the number of players responding to
our invitation. Snoqualmie Casino management also reserves the right to adjust the maximum number of advancements, when
management deems it as necessary, in order to resolve an error caused by our staff.

Breaking Ties for Point Totals

○ When players have a tie for point totals and a decision is required to advance in the tournament or to determine prize pool position, the
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following procedure will be used to break the tie:
○ Three (3) dice will be shaken using a dice cup by each player involved in the tie. Each player will be given tournament chips totaling one
hundred (100) times the total of the three (3) dice. The players must bet all the chips received as a result of the shake of the dice on a single
hand. The highest point total must make their bet first, followed by lower point totals sequentially. The player with the highest point total at
the end of the hand will advance in the tournament or be placed in the next highest position of the prize pool. This procedure will be
repeated for each hand necessary to break any remaining ties.
Example: Three players have equal point totals. They will each take a turn shaking the three dice. Player one shakes a total of 15, Player
two shakes a total of 12 and player three shakes a total of 10. Player one will be given 1,500 in tournament chips, must place their bet
first and places a Banker bet. Player two will be given 1,200 in tournament chips, will place their bet next and places a Player bet. Player
three will be give 1,000 in tournament chips, places their bet last and places 500 on the player and 500 on the Tie bet.
○ One hand of Baccarat is dealt resulting in a Player win.
○ Player two wins this tie breaker and advances or takes the next highest position in the prize pool.
○ Players one and three will now repeat the process to break their tie.

GENERAL RULES

• All times referred to throughout these rules are approximate.
• Base points earned to qualify for any tournament excludes point multipliers.
• Limit one (1) Qualifying Tournament seat per guest, in the event that a seat(s) in a Qualifying Tournament remain open at the scheduled start time for
that tournament, those seats may be filled at the discretion of the Senior Player Development Manager.
• Limit one (1) Tournament Finale seat per guest, in the event that any guest qualifies for a Tournament Finale seat more than once, that guest will
receive only one (1) Tournament Finale seat.
• Guests may participate in and place for prize monies in a Qualifying Tournament more than once.
• In the event that a seat(s) in the Tournament Finale remain open upon conclusion of the Qualifying Tournaments, those seats may be filled at the
discretion of the Senior Player Development Manager.
• By participating in this promotion, guests agree to allow Snoqualmie Casino to use their image for promotional purposes. By signing a photo release
form, winners additionally agree to allow Snoqualmie Casino to use their image and first name.
• Winners are responsible for all tax requirements. All non-gaming awards and prizes such as cash will be aggregated for the year for tax reporting purposes.
• Snoqualmie Casino is not responsible for any incorrect or inaccurate information on any advertising material for this promotion, including, handbills,
fliers, posters, signs, billboards, newspaper or spoken advertisements.
• Snoqualmie Casino employees are ineligible to participate.
• The management of Snoqualmie Casino reserves all rights to change, cancel or modify this promotion without notice for any reason.
• Any Patron who has any dispute, disagreement, or other grievance regarding the play or any patron who has any dispute, disagreement, or other
grievance regarding the play or operation of any gaming activity, including a refusal to pay any alleged winnings from Gaming Activities, may raise
such dispute with the following persons and in the following order: (a) a member of the staff of the Gaming Operation, (b) the supervisor in the area
in which the dispute arose, (c) the CEO, (d) the Commission; and (e) Snoqualmie Tribal Court. Patrons that are unsatisfied with the decision of the CEO,
who wish to file a formal dispute with the Gaming Commission, may do so at www.snocasino.com/dispute/.
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